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Looking for an easy & cost effective way to secure telephone payments?  

 

Looking to eliminate fraud related chargebacks, reduce costs & 

deliver a great customer experience, in a PCI DSS compliant manner? 
 

PayMondiale enables merchants to handle 'Card Not Present' telephone transactions securely, while 

staff continue to maintain voice contact with the customer during the whole transaction. 

 

By sending your customers secure SMS and email hyperlinks PayMondiale turns telephone payments into    

e-commerce transactions , which: 

 Helps to combat fraud 

 Reduces the scope of PCI-DSS compliance burden by 87% 

 Delivers a great customer experience 

 Allows merchants to deliver to a third party address without risk 

 Reduces Acquirer payment processing charges in many cases 
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Why your customers will love it 

In our experience customers do not like  

disclosing their sensitive card information to a 

stranger over the telephone as it increases the 

risk of data compromise. PayMondiale allows 

customers to input their own card details in a 

secure environment without having to reveal 

confidential data over the telephone. 

Customers are granted access the 

PayMondiale service using secure links 

sent either by SMS or email. Transactions 

are completed with just a few clicks. 

PayMondiale also facilitates additional 

authentication thus mitigating any risk of 

fraudulent transactions being processed 

using the cardholder’s account. 

Why you’ll love it 

According to UK Finance around 550 

million CNP / MOTO transactions are 

processed annually in the UK equating to 

£65bn in sales. Can a business really 

afford not to accept CNP / MOTO 

payments? 

 

With UK card fraud levels reaching £556m in 

2017 it is more important than ever for 

businesses to protect themselves against 

fraudulent telephone payments, and at the 

same time, simplify compliance with PCI DSS 

regulations. 

 

PayMondiale removes all confidential card 

information from the merchant 

environment. The cardholder can securely 

enter their card credentials without 

sharing them over the phone thus 

protecting your business and removing it 

entirely from the scope of PCI DSS. 

 

Additionally PayMondiale authenticates 

the cardholder and mitigates the risk of 

good and services being paid for with 

compromised card data. 

 

As all payments are authenticated, and 

are thus considered as being `secure`, it 

typically results in reduced payment 

processing charges from the Acquirer. It 

also means goods can be delivered to 

third party addresses without accruing 

fraud-related chargebacks.  

Key Benefits 

 

1. Mitigate the risk of taking payment with 

fraudulent card data 

By sending secure payment hyperlinks via 

SMS and email PayMondiale completely 

removes the risk of fraud in CNP 

payments. These facilitate cardholder 

authentication and eliminate fraud-

related chargebacks. 

 

2. De-scope card payments 

PayMondiale simplifies complex PCI DSS 

requirements by removing confidential 

card information from the merchant 

environment. This reduces the time, cost 

and effort involved in maintaining PCI DSS 

compliance. * 

 

3. Third-Party Delivery 

PayMondiale helps merchants accept 

more transactions and improves the 

customer experience by enabling delivery, 

without liability, to an alternative address 

other than the registered billing address. 

 

4. Reduce Processing Costs 

Where implemented PayMondiale has 

already saved merchants thousands of 

pounds in processing fees as transactions 

processed using our platform are deemed 

to be `Secure` by acquirers and thus not 

subject to the standard `Not Secure` 

transaction fees. 

 

5. Fast Deployment 

PayMondiale does not require integration 

into the existing telephony infrastructure 

nor does it necessitate dedicated 

hardware, which means it can be 

deployed quickly. Our cloud-based 

solution is a cost-effective alternative to 

expensive unattended IVR and attended 

DTMF technologies. 

 

*Please note that whilst PayMondiale 

reduces the scope of PCI DSS within the 

telephone sales environment, it doesn’t 

eliminate the merchant’s obligation to 

meet PCI DDS Requirement regarding the 

management of Third Party Service 

Providers, and to have a defined and 

rehearsed Incident Response Plan. 

Business Case Study - Gala Tent Limited 

Leading marquee and gazebo 

manufacturer Gala Tent were 

experiencing very high levels of fraud on 

their CNP MOTO transactions. Offering 

national next day delivery on high value 

items, it found itself targeted by 

criminals and was experiencing alarming 

losses, often losing both the products 

which had been delivered and receiving 

chargebacks later from the acquirer. 

 
Without the ability to verify the 

customers identity over the telephone 

and having to adhere to acquirers 

advice to reduce risk by only delivering 

to cardholders “registered billing 

address”, 

Gala Tent was also turning away genuine 

business when they needed to deliver to 

an alternate third party address. These 

combined difficulties, coupled with a 

poor customer experience were valued 

as a potential loss of 

£50,000 a month during peak trading. 

 
After implementing PayMondiale we 

immediately eliminated the 'card not 

present' telephone payment 

transactions from the scope of PCI DSS 

compliance, by removing the sensitive 

data from the sales environment. We 

also eliminated the risk of fraud-related 

chargebacks overnight and facilitated 

Gala Tent delivering products securely 

to alternative third party addresses 

without risk or liability. 

 

“Without doubt PayMondiale has been 
instrumental in reducing business risk 
and increasing our top line revenues and 
our profitability. PayMondiale has 
shaved in excess of £30,000 per annum 
from our processing costs alone.” 

 
Managing Director 

Gala Tent Limited 

 

 


